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Attention: Mr. John Buckley, Mail Stop 623-SS i 4

Subject: Second Transmittal of Partial Comments on the 4th Draft
Environmental Assessments (EAs) for Salt Repositories.
Contract No. NC-02-84-002, Task Order No. 003

Dear Mr. Buckley:

Per your request, please find attached our further comments on the
subject EAs. These consist of El comments on the Swisher County EA and
comments by our subcontractor A. Brown on the Lavender Canyon EA. We
are forwarding these comments without final review by E for their scope
and content, so as to avoid further delay in your receipt and use of
this material.

We hope to complete and formalize our draft comments on the Swisher,
Lavender Caiyon, and Cypress Creek Es shortly. We would welcome your
reaction to this work and your guidance as to future EA review effort.

Sincerely,

G yERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Robert A. Cummings
Project Engineer
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ADRIAN BROWN
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Littleton, Colorado 80127
(303) 973-9587
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September 11, 1984 ENGINEERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
WHITMONrT lLui'iOIS ostg

Engineers International Inc
98 East Naperville Road
Westmont, Illinois 60559

Attention: Mr. R. Cumnings

Re: REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF LAVENDER CANYON C-A
CONTRACT NRC-02-84-002

Dear Robert:

Please find attached my review of the above captioned Environmental
Assessment. This review was initiated by a visit to Westmont early in August,
and completed in Denver this week.

I trust that this report meets your needs at this time. Please do not
hesitate to call if there are any questions.

Respectfully submitted,

Adrian Brown, P.E.

Att.



REVIEW OF LAVENDER CANYON EA -I- September 10, 1984

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This review of the Fourth Draft of the Lavender Canyon Environmental
Assessment (the EA) has been prepared for the NRC by Adrian Brown, under
subcontract to Engineers International. It covers sections of Chapters 3. 4,
5, and 6, as selected by the NRC. The author also read the entire text or
those chapters in order to ensure that the review was performed in context.

The review presented here concentrates on the evaluation of the
geohydrological information of the text. Where other earth science ssues are
addressed, the author has commented on those items that are within his area of
expertise.

Review comments are offered in two sections, as requested. The first section
addresses general comments on the text material as a whole, in general
providing comments on material presented in the EA that appears to the
reviewer to be of significance to a future licensing action. The second
section presents details of a variety of apparent factual, logical, and other
errors, and identifies areas where the reviewer believes that more information
is required to enable a review to be conducted.

No evaluation was performed as to the relative merits of the Lavender Canyon
site when compared to other sites, nor was the acceptability of the performace
addressed. The review was limited to evaluation of the data which would
appear to be used in a licensing action, and the inferences developed from the
data which appear to have licensing significance.

Specific references to the EA text are made by chapter, page number and
paragraph, in the following format: (chapter-p3ge/paragraph). For this
purpose the opening paragraph is counted as paragrah #1, regardless of whether
it is complete or carries over from the previous page. In addition, lists in
the center or at the end of paragraphs are included in the paragraphs.

Adrian Brawn Consulting
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REVIEW OF LAVENDER CANYON EA -2- September 10, 1g84

2.0 COMMENTS ON THE TEXT AS A WHOLE

2.1 CONTERTS OF THE CHAPTERS REVIEWED

Chapter 3 contains Information about the site. The subsurface information is
based largely on the results of the drilling of corehole GD-1, some 4 miles to
the north of the candidate site. This information is supported by limited
regional data from various oil wells and other coreholes. This material has
been available for some time, and in general all of the data presented has
been reviewed by the reviewer prior to the preparation of the EA draft.

Chapter 4 contains information on the impacts of the investigations needed to
complete the characterization of the site. This is of interest in a licensing
context as it provides an early view of the proposed investigation strategy.

Chapter 5 provides an evaluation of the likely effects of locating a
repository at the site. For the purposes of this review this chapter s of
value in providing details of the proposed repository design and the
activities associated with its construction.

Chapter 6 provides an evaluation of the suitability of the site for site
characterization. This invioves a series of comparisons of conditions at the
site with favorable and adverse conditions set out n 10 CFR 60 and 10 CFR
960, and a series of performance evaluations of a repository at the site.

2.2 GENERAL COMMENTS ON SELECTED ISSUES

2.2.1 Reliance on G-1

The evaluation presented in this EA depends heavily on the results obtained
from GD-i, the major corehole drilled in the Paradox Basin by the DOE. This
hole is over two miles from the Lavender Canyon site, and use of this
information must be considered in light of the following:

1. There is little geological and hydrogeological data to allow
interpolation from GD-i to the site;

2. Little unambiguous in situ hydrological or hydrogeochemical
information was obtained from GO-I for the entire Paradox ur , which
includes more than 1000 feet above and below the proposed repository
horizon.

Adrian Brown Consulting



REVIEW OF LAVENDER CANYON EA -3- September l0, 1984

As a result, it is the opinion of the reviewer that there should be a single,
clear statement o he uncertainties associated with this data, and its
relocation to the site. A large number of comments are made in the entire
text on this matter, but they are often inconsistent and occasionally wrong
(see detailed comments below).

2.2.2 Head gradients in the Paradox unit

The hydrogeological tests of the Paradox unit were in general terminated
before approaching pressure equilibrium. This is a result of the nature of
the materials being tested (creeep-prone and very low permeab lity). Test
analysis is very conjectural (see for example the differences between the
results in ONWI-388 and ONWI-491). Static heads (and also permeabilities) in
the Paradox are therefore still considered by the reviewer to be largely
unknown.

The EA contains many references to vertical head gradients in the Cycle 6
Salt, and other parts of the Paradox Unit, particularly in analysis of the
Darcy flow release of radionuclides. In general the assumption is made that
the gradient in the salt is equal to the gross gradient between the upper and
lower hydrostratigraphic unit. This gradient is fairly strongly downward,
which is a positive factor with respect to containment. It appears to the
reviewer that it is possible that the pressure of groundwater in an inclusion
in a low permeability plastic material might approach the lithostatic pressure
at that point. This would suggest head gradients away from the repository
horizon in either direction.

In any event, the complexities of this question, and the evaluation of the
data available to resolve them, appear to be to some extent ignored in the EA.
It would appear necessary for these matters to be more exhaustively addressed
for licensing purposes.

2.2.3 Flow in salt

The nature of the flow of water in salt is exhaustively addressed in the EA.
There seems little doubt that the mass flux of water through a salt medium is
small, even under the most extreme conditions of thermal and pressure
gradients. This issue is in general well addressed in the EA, with an
assumption of Darcy flow taken where this is conservative, and other
assumptions (brine migration, diffusion) taken where it is not.

There seems, however, to be some confusion over the nature of porosity in
salt, and its relationship to permeability. In general the porosity and
permeability are considered in the report to close off together. However the
total porosity of the salt is generally reported to be 0.5% even under stress,
which is significantly above zero. The reviewer believes that a single,

Adrian Brown Consulting



REVIEW OF LAVENDER CANYON EA -4- September 10, 1984

detailed statement on the nature of flow in salt, and on the way that this is
influenced by stress and creep, would clear up the considerable remaining
uncertainty about the way in which this matter is handled by the salt program.

2.2.4 Future program

The future program laid out in the EA comprises the following elements:

1. Drilling of a principal deep borehole at the Lavender Canyon site,
primarily for "...determining the geotechnical characteristics of the
stratigraphic sections penetrated by the borehole..." (4-9/2).
Little hydrological or geochemical testing is anticipated in the
hole, except to perform further tests of the type performed in GO-1.

2. Drilling of four monitoring wells close to the shaft site. These
wells would all stop short of the Paradox Formation.

3. Drilling and testing of sixteen wells into the upper
hydrostratigraphic unit, for testing and monitoring of the effects of
shaft sinking.

4. Drilling of fifteen wells into the lower hydrostratigraphic unit
within 16 kilometers of the site.

Some additional geophysical and shallow geotechnical work would also be
performed.

The second major part of the site characterization activities would be the
installation of a drilled test shaft, and excavation of an in situ test
facility in the proposed repository horizon. No hydrogeolodica7 or
hydrogeochemical testing is anticipated as part of this activity.

The identified data gaps in the EA include the lack of adequate information
about the hydrogeology and hydrogeochemistry of the Paradox Unit in general,
and the emplacement horizon in particular. It would appear that the program
outlined in the EA will not address these matters. This appears to have
significant importance for licensing.

2.2.5 Retrievability

The engineering description of the project activities does not appear to
address the required retrievability of the waste cannisters after emplacement
(10 CFR 60.111(b)). The report describes the emplacement activities, and
indicates that the emplacement holes will close onto the cannisters in less
than a year (6-265/3). It is stated that the problems which are expected to

Adrian Brown Consulting
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be associated wish retrievability are as yet unresolved (6-208/2). This is an
important issue or licensing.

2.2.6 Creep effects and hydrology

There are numerous references to the effects of salt creep on the hydrology of
the containment system. As noted above, the DOE expects creep to return the
permeability of all disturbed materials to zero. In addition, creep is
expected to provide a water-tight seal for the shafts (6-286/2). Finally,
creep is expected to close the void space remaining in the repository backfill
within 70 years of closure (6-285/4).

In particular is the self-sealing of voids in salt due to stress requires
further support for licensing use. Golder (1977) found large voids in domal
salt mines, which had apparently remained stable in geologic times. In
addition, other plastic materials appear capable of sustaining oint openings
over geologic time, for example in rich oil shale (Brown et al, "Water
Management in Oil Shale Mining", USBM, 1977). While the self-sealing
hypothesis is attractive, it would appear that some consideration of the
impact of the failure of this mechanism to operate would be appropriate in a
license-related submission.

2.2.7 Balance of presentation

The EA presentation in general appears to present a balanced picture of the
current state of knowledge. There are a number of locations where alternative
hypotheses are presented and discussed and negative findings are presented
(e.g. 6-153...158, 6-218, 6-231, 6-255, 6-256). There are, however, a number
of locations in the assessment where analyses of potentially damaging, albeit
unlikely, phenomena do not appear to have been explored (e.g. 6-315, 6-322,
6-326).

It s the opinion of the reviewer that the report generally considers and
presents the evaluation of the site in a manner that is consistent with a
reasonable interpretation of the available information.

2.2.8 Calculations

The majority of the calculations used to support the conclusions presented in
the EA are available in the text, or in supporting Tables. These calculations
are simple and checkable. This reviewer finds that this approach to analysis
is easier to assess and more convincing than the same evaluations performed on
complex, and often proprietary, computer models.

Adrian Brown Consulting
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3.0 SELECTED SPECIFIC COMMENTS

3.1 CHAPTER 3 - THE SITE

3-53/1 The reference to the apparent lack of penetration of the Lockhart
Fault through the entire Paradox unit is of possible significance
(by inference) in the interpretation of other faults identified in
the near surface. It is possible that they are not present at the
repository elevation.

3-57/5 It would seem that the possibility of a series of northwest
trending faults in the north central part of the Lavender Canyon
candidate area" warrants considerably greater discussion than is
presented, given their possible hydrologic, tectonic, and
engineering significance.

3-66/4 to 3-69/2 The discussion on the rate of uplift of the area seems
somewhat weak to the author, and the logic in 369/2 appears
debatable. This parameter is of considerable importance to
licensing, as regional erosion is a possible failure scenario.

3-71/2 The hydrostratigraphic units have not yet been introduced, nor are
they in the referenced section.

3-73 to 3-87 These pages were missing in the review copy; this eliminated
the opportunity to review the engineering property data.

3-89/2 The lack of brine migration data for Paradox salt is of licensing
significance, as this may be a major transport mechanism.

3-92/2 The reference to the possibility of "two separate hydrostratigraphic
units" within the upper unit would appear to warrant further
discussion.

3-92/3 The acknowledgement of alternate hypotheses about travel time is
appreciated.

3-92/4 The lack of hydrochemical data from the entire middle stratigraphic
unit is an important licensing data gap at this site.

3-101/3 The "random sample" of drill stem tests suggests that there are a
large number. This database would appear to warrant further
discussion, given te limited amount of permeability data reported
in the EA.

Adrian Brown Consulting



REVIEW OF LAVENDER CANYON EA -7- Septemnber 1O, 1984

3-107/1 The reference to gas yeild from GD-1 core in the Paradox formation
suggests finite permeability. No mention is made of plug tests of
permeability of this core.

3-142/3 T'ie use of surface water data only up to 1965 seems inappropriate,
given the continuing collection of records.

3-147/3 The opening statement in the paragraph seems to suggest that
recharge only occurs in a limited area near the AbaJo and La Sal
Mountains. If this is intended, it would need to be better
supported for licensing purposes.

3-210/2 The last sentence appears to be a relatively weak conclusion given
the information available.

3-210/3 No data on the potentiometric levels in the middle
hydrostratigraphic unit ..re referenced, and no relaible data is
known to exist. The statement that this data "supports this lack of
vertical interconnection ... " therefore appears to be an
overstatement.

3-214/4 The hypothesis that subriver-level seeps to the Colorado River' are
responsible for groundwater discharge is an unsupported opinion.

3-214/6 The conclusion about the recharge to the middle and lower
hydrostratigraphic units in the vicinity of the site depends on the
conceptual model of the site hydrogeology. This model appears to
assume a lack of recharge. This therefore appears to be a circular
argument.

3-216/4 The discussion of the nature of flow in salt is not particularly
clear: this is a major issue for the remainder of the groundwater
calculations in the report, and appears to warrant more discussion.

Adrian Brown Consulting



REVIEW OF LAVENDER CANYON EA -8- September 1, 1984

3.2 CHAPTER 4 - EXPECTED EFFECTS OF SITE CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES

4-1/2 The definition of site characterization ("..activities...undertaken
to establish the geologic condition and the ranges of parameters of
a candidate site relevant to the location of a repository...")
differs somewhat from the definition in 10 CFR 60.2 (...the
program...undertaken to establish the geologic conditions and the
ranges of those parameters of a particular site relevant to the
procedures under this part. Site characterization includes
(activities) needed to determine the suitability of the site for a
geologic repository..."), in that there appears to be less focus on
relevance to site suitability.

4-4 The lack of any testing to evaluate hydrogeologic conditions in the
middle hydrostratigraphic unit appears to be a significant omission
when considering the resulting database available for licensing
evaluations.

4-13 Figure 4-3 indicates that there will be no test wells in the
vicinity of the site which will test or monitor the hydrogeology of
the middle hydrostratigraphic unit. The two main wells appear to be
about 10 miles from the site, which will make the qualification of
data from them difficult for licensing purposes. In addition this
figure does not appear to agree with the text.

4-16/3 The locations of boreholes SC-1,2,3, and 4 are not shown, which
makes evaluation of their usefulness difficult.

4-25/2 It is implied that completions of drill holes will be in "water
producing zones". This appears to rule out completion in the
Paradox unit, which would seem to be a key area of data need, both
for water chemistry and hydraulic head.

4-25/5 It is not clear why the program appears to include testing of
stresses only in the Leadville Limestone, considerably below the
repository horizon. Data to date suggest that stresses very
considerably betweei salt and adjacent less creep-prone rock. If
the data are to be used to evaluate performance of the repository
for licensing purposes, then it would appear prudent to test the
repository horizon.

4-50/5 The proposed disposal of brine into a deep formation would seem to
have a considerable probability of being disallowed by Utah
regulatory agencies.

Adrian Brown Consulting



REVIEW OF LAVENDER CANYON EA _9_ September 10, 1984

3.3 CHAPTER 5 - REGIONAL AND LOCAL EFFECTS OF LOCATING A REPOSITORY AT
THE SITE

5-27/6 The project shafts will be sunk conventionally. This would seem to
be a reason to sink the exploratory shaft using the same technology.
The geotechnical and geohydrological data available from a
conventionally sunk shaft is very much greater than that available
from a blind bored shaft, which is an additional reason for
conventional sinking.

5-28/1 The reference to caprock suggests that this section is written for a
shaft into a salt dome.

5-30/4 This and several other statements suggest that relatively rapid
closure of the mined openings is expected.

5-41/1 to 5-41/3 The discussion of retrievability appears to be somewhat
short, given the importance of this activity, and the acknowledged
liklihood of closure of rooms and cannister holes shortly after
emplacement. The actual method of cannister retrieval is not
stated.

3.4 CHAPTER 6 - SUITABILITY OF THE NOMINATED SITE FOR CHARACTERIZATION
AND FOR DEVELOPMENT AS A REPOSITORY

6-3/5 The use of "technical conservatism" has been troublesome n the past
in the high level waste program (see for example NUREG 0960).
Conservatism in one respect often introduces non-conservatism in
others.

6-14/3 The lack of any onsite meterological data is surprising, and could
have licensing mplications.

6-98/3 ONWI 388 indicated that the hydraulic conductivities of the Paradox
member were in general relatively high. While there is significant
uncertainty in the analysis of these results (see discussion in ONWI
491, section 4.3), the published results do not suoDort the
statement made.

Adrian Brown Consulting



REVIEW OF LAVENDER CANYON EA -10- September 1, 1984

6-lO0/(b)(3) It is stated in the text that little is known about the
hydrogeology and hydrogeochemistry of the Paradox formation. It is
therefore difficult to agree with the statement that "Known
conditions are relatively simple, consistent, and predictable, and
they can be modeled." This is seen as an important licensing issue.

6-101?/(c)(3) The statement that there is no stratigraphic or structural
features near the site'does not agree with the suspected onsite
faulting mentioned on page 3-57/5.

6-113/1 The statement that "all borehole hydraulic tests" provide results
that "represent only a relatively small volume of rock near the
borehole wall" is only true of single hole tests. Multiple hole
tests do not generally suffer from this problem

6-118/2 See comment for 6-100/(b)(3)

6-118/4 The concept of effective porosity is difficult. However it seems
likely that the value could, and probably does, drop well below the
measured value of 0.5% for the total porosity of a sample at in-situ
stress and temperature levels. This would speed travel velocities.

6-125/2 There is no data on the chemical nature of the water/brine in the
Paradox. Thus th- data from GSD-1 will not assist in this
evaluation.

6-130/1 The text uses the disturbed zone around a domal salt repository as
an indication of the size of the corresponding zone in bedded salt.
There appear to be enough differences to warrant a separate analysis
for beaded salt.

6-130/6 There appears to be a degree of confusion in the text as to the
redox conditions in the repository horizon. The report points out
in places that there are no data on redox conditions in the salt
(e.g. 6-130/3) and in other places concludes by inference that the
conditions must be reducing. While this seems reasonable, a
consistent approach will be needed in a license application.

6-133/5 The data points used for the contouring are sufficiently sparse that
it is inevitable that te contours will be "smooth" and parallel".

6-138/4 The statement that the accumulation of 2 to 11 quarts of brine
around each cann .-Y r "...can be tolerated.." would appear to
warrant a re-evaluation prior to licensing, as the cited reference
is now over 13 years old.

Adrian Brown Consulting
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6-146/1 Laboratory tests have concluded that the permeability of pure salt
is effectively zero. The porosity of bedded salt is generally
fairly high for an unfractured rack, around 0.5%. The apparent
confusion between total and connected porosity (c.f. the statement
earlier in the same aragraph) is common throughout the text.

6-156/3 This paragraph indicates the sparseness of the data on which many
geological and some hydrogeological inferences are based.

6-164/3 The conclusion that the salt is structurally undisturbed (presumably
in the vicinity of the site) is inconsistent with the observation
made in 357/5, noted above.

6-166/4 There appears to be a change of tone in this paragraph, from.
"...probably a large gravitational slide..." to "Because gravity is
the causative agency...".

6-170/4 The referenced "...low levels of faulting, folding, heat flow,
Cenozoic volcanism, and seismicity..." would appear to be Important
positive factors In licensing. The statement would, however,
require support before it could be used in that context.

6-192/3 It is difficult to see how the lack of data on emplacement horizon
geochemistry constitutes a "favorable condition".

&-214/4 Water and trapped gas pressures may approach lithostatic in the
creep-prone materials. This may pose blowout risks at repository
depths. This would appear to be an exception to the favorable
finding with respect to hydrology.

6-222/4 The description of the site as "...rolling canyon land..." seems a
little mild.

6-223/3 The omission of retrieval from the list of basic engineering
functions appears significant from licensing point o. view.

6-225/5 This paragraph contains the first mention of the need for permits
from Federal, State, and local agencies. It seems likely that the
securing of these permits may be a critical component of the
project; accordingly this aspect would appear to warrant greater
emphasis.

6-227/4 The suggestion chat the salt will be disposed of locally is
inconsistent with Chapter 3, where it is stated that the salt will
be disposed of in the Gulf of Mexico.

6-255/2 The 5% brine content may be inappropriately high, even with the aim
of achieving conservatism.

Adrian Brown Consulting
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6-256/2 The assumption of uniform corrosion rates across the package appears
to be general in the text 'apparently as a result of the belief that
a uniformly corroding material can be designed - 6-267/3). This
seems both unlikely and unconservative with respect to the time
required to breach the cannister.

6-259/4 The generation of hydrogen gas in significant quantities has not
been previously mentioned in the text. The mplications of this gas
for transport of radionuclides, particularly in the event of
intrusion, do not appear to have been addressed (see 6-274/1).

6-298/2 The gradient data developed from GD-i does not always indicate a
downward gradient In the cycle 6 salt (ONWI-491, Table 4.2). The
wording of this and other such statements should be Llarifi.d.

6-315/3 The solution mining disruption scenario would appear to be one of
the more significant resource extraction related impacts. The
dismissal of this posssibility on the grounds of the effectiveness
of the passsive markers is questioned. At the least, it would seem
reasonable to evaluate the releases that could occur in sch a
scenario.

Adrian Brown Consulting
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Swisher EA - Comments 8/2/84

Section 3.2.3.2 Site - Specific Stratigraphy

Fig. 3-15 Sonic, ammn ray, and 11th logs are presented.
Rlesistivity would be helnful for interpretation
of lithology. Neutron log would be heluful for
determination of orosity.

Fig. 3-16 Salt horizons not cored

Only dolomite sections were cored in above 2 holes. Gamma
Ray log does give good responses for shales and does allow
relatively good distinction of salt beds, but responds to any
heterogeneity in the salt regardless of its impact on the per-
meability or structure. The sonic log is very sensitive to any
structural discontinuities. Neither of these logs gives a good
handle on lithology or porosity. Resistivity and self poten-
tial or even natural gamma would be helpful.

Cores of the salt sections are available in other holes, how-
ever it should be noted that ermeabilities derived from cores
may not be acc} ate due to expansion of the cores after ex-
traction. It may be desireable to correlate permeabilities of
cores determined in the lab with electric logs to get an es-
timate of ermeabilities in uncored holes, and an estimate of
actual permeabilities compared to lab Dermeabilities by com-
parison with down hole geophysical logs, Generally density
and neutron-neutron logs would be helpful in this regard.

The intervals shown in the two figures cited above are below
the San Andreas Formation, or repository horizon. The same is
true for Fig. 3-19.

P. 3-35X eventually the lateral extent of the mudstone and an-
hydrite interbeds will have to be determined. Such discontin-
uities could rovide significant referrential flow paths.

n. 3-39 Fig. 3-25 has been deleted.

o. 3-40 The statement that "The arallelism of salt margins
suggest that variations of dissolution rates average out over
Geologic time" is not well supoorted. There are too many var-
iables such as original thickness, groundwater composition,
and general conditions in the local hdrologic reaime for such
a concludsion to he rawn n such thin evidence.

n. 3-41 The verage rate of dissolution is double that of
the eastern Catrock scarborent if double can be considered



4

"similar". The statement that the maximum calculated rate of
horizontal dissolution is an order of magnitude higher than
the average is not supported, Reference to Figure 3-4 does
not support the statement regarding Permian strata.

p. 3-50 SWEC reference is incomplete. Fig. 3-28 is
miss ing.

P. 3-64 Fig, 3-^'4 s ille gble.

p. 3-72 Fig. 38 is incomDlete

p. 3-73 Portions of a line (st) or paragraph are issing.

P. 3-74 I

3.2.6.2 No data on creep V.S, TY
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4-2 Sectioni 4.3.1 Alternate Exloratory Shaft_,Locations

Pas ge 4-134, araraih 2

Inadecuate support

Statements are made regarding the criteria for site

selection, but the criteria are vague and no sup-

porting evidence is offered. Alternative sites are

not suggested and there are no references or data to

review. A complete discussion of alternate shaft

sites is needed along with reasons for the selection

of the proposed site and supporting data. Certainly

maps would be helpful.

LL.3 Section 4.3.2 Alternate Exploratory Shaft Con-

-2ructionurt
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Pare -434 ytararrath 3

Section 4.1.2.2 is referenced but is missing.

Section 4.3.2 Alternate EZrloratory Shaft

Construct ion

Paire 4-1135. araraphs 2, 3. & t

Inadequate resentation of data

The presentation of construction rocedures is too

vague for review. At the very least maos and1,A)

drawings should be resented so that dimeniozcan

be checked nd et .

4-5 .TIid.

Page 4-136, Fijx. 4-18

Inadequate detail

The figure is not labeled as schematic and yet no

scale is sriven. No background is offered for or-

ientation/Dersoective urooses. The dimensions of

the freeze wall should be iven along with the stra

tiprTahy and rationale for location of the grouted.

zone. A ortion of the freeze wall is shown to be

oDen to the shaft indicating a cornlete oen secti<

in the relin-inary linirn. This seems unreasonable

The relimirary lining is represented as not being

water tight, yet no indication is iven of a um)i
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system or provision for disposal of the waste water.

Ibid.

Page LIJ_ _

Inadequate development of subject

This entire section is a light brush-over of a

critical area. It does not appear that sufficient

thought has been given to shaft construction and

certainly the data presented is not in sufficient

detail to afford any onDortunity for meaningful re-

view. In the entire discussion no mention is made

of bonding, which is by definition of the engineered

barrier# a critical issue as is the disturbed zone,

The effects of freeze-thaw on bonding and stability

of materials are well known. Certainly the impacts

of the alternate methods of construction on the dis-

turbed zone should be discussed. The materials of

construction should be discussed alone with their

bonding characteristics. The stratigraphy should

be discussed with resmect to the placement of

grout and the ability of various tynes of grout

to form an effective seal with formation material.

The method of sealinx the shaft and bonding over

the freeze wall zone should be discussed. This

section must be eanded to show sufficient detail

for analysis because it nvolves otential inre-

ferential athways for roundwater to flow into

the renository area and out to the accessible en-



6-1 Section 6.2.1 Technical Guidelines

6-2 Section 6.2.1.4 I-eteroloey

6-3 Section 6.2.1.8 Transtortation. Guideline

10 C 960.5-2-7.

6-4 Section 6.3.1 Postelosure Technical Guideline

Page 6-103, Darairabh 2

Pare 6ioL,, Table 6-13, arapraT~h 

Inadequate suinort

Travel times of 100,000 yrs. have not been adequately

demonstrated.
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6-6 Ib id.

Para~rarh 3

Inadequate discussion

Climatic changes are said to have an insignificant

effect on the repository erformance, but the effect

is not identified. The possible effects should at

least be discussed or identified.

6-7 Ibid.

Paxe 6-106, aragrath 2 (C-1)

Inadeouate suioort

The statement is made that ejected changes in the

geohydrologic conditions will not significantly in-

crease transport, but the statement is not suDvorted.

Supporting data should be resented or cited.

6-8 Ibid.

Pare 6-107, rarararh 1

Inadeauate suDoort

Pre-uaste emplacement ground-trater travel times are

orojected to be greater than 1,000 years, bt no

sunorting data is of ferery. Data should be resented

or cited,

6-'? Thbid.

?ra.-ar)h 2
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Oxidizing conditions are considered to be indeter-

minant, even though the high chloride content s

known and it is obvious that emplacement of waste

will result in elevated oxygen levels. Such con-

ditions must be chemically oxidizing. Measurements

must be made.

6-18 Ibid.

ParamraDh 4

Inadeauate supDort

The qualifying condition is stated but no supporting

data is offered. Data should be Presented or cited.

6-19 mbid,

Pame 6-110, mra!araDh 1

Inadeauate suoncrt

Tnsufficient data is Dresented to establish the

continuity of the Lowe. San Andreas in this area.

Data should be Presented or cited.

6-20 Ibid.

Paraxranh 2

Inadeouate suDnort

Insufficient data is Presented to establish that

thermal exoansion will be small. Data should be

oresented cr cited.
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6-21 Ibid.

Paragraoh 3

Inadequate suD1ort

The parameters on rock strength and insitu stress

should be presented or cited.

6-22 Ibid.

Paragraph .

Inadequate suptort

Sunoorting data on temperatures and thermo-chemical

effects should be presented or cited,

6-23 Ibid.

Pararramh l

Inadeauate discussion

There is no mention of thermal effects on the en-

gineered barriers. This should be the most critical

impact as it involve referential pathways. The

subject should be considered in detail.

6-2 Ibid.

Paze 6-111, ararranh 

Inadeauate sunnort

Data on climatic chanxes and erosion--dissolution

rates should be resented or cited.



6-25 Ibid.

Paragraoh 2

Inadeouate suiort

Data regarding effects of increased prcsipitation

on waste isolation should be presented or cited.

6-26 Ibid.

Pararravh 3

Inadequate sunort

Data regarding the effects of

changes on shallow aquifers and surface drainage

should be Dresented or cited.

6-27 Dbid.

Paraizrash 5

Inadequate suvoort

Data regarding the effect. of increased hydraulic

head or groundwater flow should be Dresented or

c i ted.

6-28 Ibid.

Page 6-113, arazrah 3

Inadeauate surlnort and tomraDhjcal error

The statement of ualifying Condition should read:

',.. subsurface rock dissolution wll not be likely



to lead to radionuclide releases greater...

Data on rojections of estimated rates of dissolution

should be resented or cited,

6-29 Ibid.

Pararaoh 4

Inadequate supDort

At the very least dissolution data should be pre-

serited and maps should be offered showing the lo-

cation of the data sources.

6-30 Ibid.

Page 6-114, Daragraph 1

Inadequate suDDort

Data and mars should be resented or cited confirming

evidence of no structural collaose features.

6-31 Ibid.

Parairravh 2

Inadeauate suoiort

Data confirking long term solation from migrating

dissolution fronts should be resented or cited.

6-32 Ibid.

Parazranh 3

Inadequate stcrt
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Data confirmin a non-disruDtive tectonic en-

virorment for the next 10,000 years should be re-

sented or cited.

6-33 Ibid.

Page 6-115, arawranh 1

Inadeauate suinort

Data and mars confirming a lack of volcanism should

be Dresented or cited.

6-34 Ibid.

ParaAraph S

Inadequate suDDort

Data confirming a lack of seicuiiio activity should

be Dresented or cited.

6-35 Ibid.

Pawe 6-117, oararranh 1

Question

Is there no Dotential for salt mining?

6-36 Ibid.

Pave 6-118. Darazra?)hs 2# 3,.& 4

ilo response
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6-37 Section .2.1.1

'awe 6-103, razraph 3

Pate 6-119, Table 6-14p . ararraph 1

Inadeouate sunort

Geohydrologic data should be presented which onfirm

that the site is compatible with isolation o nuclear

traste.

6-38 Ibid.

PararaTph 2

Inadeouate sunort & to.

Data must be presented or cited which confirm that

groundwater travel times along likmely Dathways will

exceed 10,000 years.

6--39 Ibid.

Parapraah 3

Inadequate sunort

Data regarding the hydrologic processes which would

affect the geologic repository should be Dresented

or cited.

6-!,O Ibid.

Paze 6-120, araoanh 1

Inadecuate discussion

The natUre nc! ree-arte area of the een asin
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condition considering the very slow ground water

migration rate?

6-41 Ibid..

Pag~e 6-12 1, araraph 3

Inadeouate supoort

Data confirming that changes in the geohydrologic

regime are not likely should be presented.

6-42 Ibid.

ParagraDh 5

Inadeauate consideration of available data

No mention is made of mud dikes. The frequent oc-

curence of mud dikes in South Texas aquifers is well

documented and should be given careful consideration.

6-43 Ibid.

Pate 6-122. arapranh 1

Inadeauate support

Data confirming travel times greater than 1,000

years should be Dresented or cited.

6-LL4 Section 6.3.1.1.2 :valuation Process

Pare 6-122, araxranh 

Inadenuate discussion
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The assumption that salt is a orous ediu,

characterized by Darcian flow, is a poor assumv-

tion, Flow through salt, as in most formations,

is Drobably through channels. An analysis of channel

development is needed before any assumptions can be

made regarding flow.

6-45 Ibid.

Page 6-123, r rarraph 1

Poor assumptions

There is an aDnarent conflict with the statement in

this aragraph regarding the emirical determination

of ermeabilities and the statement earlier that the

salt is so impermeable that it allows insufficient

flow for measurement of permeability. Ignoring frac-

ture flow is not acceptable, since the majority of

flow is must likely to occur through fractures.

The assumption, as stated, is not conservative. An

analysis of fracturelLdevelooment and the nature of

groundwater flow in the area is basic to an nviron-

mental Assessment.

6-46 Ibid.

Pararraph 3

Inadequate sunort

7ata and calculations sunrortina the assumption that

site conditions are not snificantly different row
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regional conditior.s should be resented or cited,

as should data sunvorting t.e claim that the site

geohydrologic conditions satisfy the guidelines.

6-47 Ibid.

Paragraph 4

Poor assumption

The calculated total travel time is based on the

assumption of uniform tabular bodies and Darcian

flow, which are admittedly inadequate. Only field

tests can give credibility to such calculations.

6-48 Section 6,1.1.3 Analysis of Favorable Conditions

Pase 6-124, aragraph 3

Inadequate su-vort

The conclusion that re-waste-emolacement groundwater

travel times along likely radionuclide paths is greater

than 10.000 years has not been established. n ad-

equate model of the local geohydrologic regime must

first be developed anl tested.

6 '~ a Ibid.

Pace 6-125, 3araarach 7

Question remardi niz 7'ideline

In an area where the ydraulic radient is low and

hence -ourncdwater mijrration is extremely slow, is
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it wise to look for a conductive aquifer between

the reiository and the accessible environment?

Rather than the desired dis rsion and dilution,

the contamination may foll vw a pressure pradie-'t

to the nearest fracture t rough hich flow is o-

curing and thus find a paitway to the accessible -

environment. At least in the repository develop-

ment area, the fractures which have been encountered

are known, documented, and can be controlled.

6-50 Cb id

Faze 6-127. oaraPxalnh 1

Inadeouate discussion

The basis of the calculation of the hydraulic wra-

dient is riot presented. Tn light. of the anomalously

high hydraulic gradient, leakage may be suspected.

The discussion should certainly address this pos-

sibility and the calculation and data should be pre-

sented.

6-51 Section 6,3.1.1.4 Analysis of Potentially Adverse

Conditions

Page -128 araqraph 

Inadequate su-yncrt

Data su-unortinvr a downward flow oath and high TDS

in the groundwater sihould be resented or cited.
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Parasraph S

Inadequate discussion

Salt and mud dikes occur frequently in the area.

but no ention is e of them.

6-53 Ibido

Parearanh 6

Inadeauate etail

The location of ar.y susoected faults should be pre-

sented on maD.

6-54 Section 6.3.1.2 Geochemistry, Guideline

10 CR Part 96o.-2-2

Paire 6-129,n aragranh 4

Paqe 6-130, Table 6-15, iparavranh 1

Inadeauate sunvort

Data confirming geochemical characteristics con-

matible with containment and isolatin of waste

shoule be ',resenteti or cited.

6-55 roi .

Pqrs rranh 2

Inadeauate sunnort

Catp decns-.rqinrtL the nature arnd rates o gro-

che.mical r-ocesses should be nresente,! or cited,
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6-56 1,0d.

Pare ran 3

Tnadeouate ui-ort

'eochemical condition listed should be sunnorted

by data.

6-57 b id .

Tnadequate suiort

Documentation Of Mineral assemblages should be

Dresented,

6-58 Ibid.

Paragrah 2

Inadequate suinort

Solubility and flow data should be Dresented or cited.

6-59 Ibid.

Parazraph 3

Ineea ua te sulonor t

Favorable nh.ysical and geochemical Drocesses should

be documented. Ty"o on "accessible".

6-60 t- id.

Par3 rranoh 

rlnat4ezlae 4 u :Cs Sio r.



'The reactivity of chloride with Iron is 'otally

ignored. Consideration of interaction of rines

with materials of construction ust be docu'ented.

6-61 Ibid.

Paragraoh 

InadeQuate discussion

The possibility of water intrusion is ixnored as

well as its otential effect on rock strength,

Such a Dossibility should at least be considered.

6-62 Ibid.

Pararraoh 6

Inadequate discussion

Does nre-waste-emDlacement nclude ast develoment?

Again the nresence of chloride ion, a owerful -

idizing agent, is ignored.

6 -6 3 Section 6,3.1.2.2 rvaluation Process

Pace 6-133, narasrrah 3

Inadeuate suriort

Swu-oortinr Oat.a documentina the most likely nathways

should be Dresented as well as the various retar-

dation mechanisr:.
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6_64 I ,q.

Lar e 61> naraxanh 4

Inadeoliate documentation

The worst case analysis shoull be documented.

6 -45 Dbid

Paragra-h S

Inadeguate- dIscussi!on

No consideration is iven to diffusion or changes

in hydraulic or chemical gradients.

6-66 Section 6.3.1.2.3 Analysis of Favorable Conditions

&we 6-124 ,Parairazh 9

Inadeauate discussion

The conclusion assumes control of groundwater at the

shaft anc. engineered barriers. These oints require

careful consideration.

6-67 Ibid.

Page 6-135, Dararraph 3

Inadeauate detail

Sulfate concentration should be documented.

6-68 Iid.

Page 6-137, aar.ranh 4

Inadeaquat~e sunnrar t
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Field measurements are not documented and the os-

sibility of groundwater intrusion resulting from

mining activities is ignored. Such ossibilities

should at least be considered.

6-69 Ibid.

Parawrainh 

Qestion

Results of calculations range over 10 orders of max-

nitude. Can such a wide range be considered any

better than uessinZO Perhaos the -calculations

should be reviewed and checked with empirical data.

6-70 Section 6.3.1.2.4 Analysis of Potentially Adverse

Cond itions

Paze 6-138, DarapaDh 6

Inadeauate def inition

It is not clear whether the calculations included

only entrained brine or also water which may have

intruded as a result of mining activity.

6-71 Ibid.

Parap-ravh 7

Inadequate su-nort

Corrosion rates in the resence of unlimited rine

are nct documenrtem.
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6-72 lb id..

Pare 6-1339, nararre',h 3

-'on-oor.servative aS3UMxtion and tyoo

Second sentence should read "It is not clear,.."

The onclusion that sorntion and rock strength will

remain unaltered i not conservativeib! kewh,1~wy

6-73 Ad.

iararraph 4

Inadeouate discuss ion

Intruded groundwater will be oxidizing. This should

at least be considered.

6-74 Section 6.3.1.2.5 Analysis of Disqualifying

Condition

Page 6-139, aragraDh 6

Inadeouate discussion

No documentation is presented for review

6-75 Section 6.3.1.2. Conclusion

Pane 6-'39, -aracrauh 

Inadequate discussion

.'o documentation is offered regarding the integrity

of the waste package for Potential retrieval.. This

should at least be considered as an integral part

of the retrievability requirement.

6-76 Section 6.3.1.3 Rock Characteristic. Guideline

10 CR Part 960.4-2-3
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Page 6-139, araraeh 11

Incomplete documentation

Table 6-1,l is referenced, but msissing.

6-77 Section 6.3.3.1.2 Evaluation and elevant ta

Page 6-202, itaraaah 7

Discussion unclear

There are aoarently conflicting statetaents regarding

surface imvoundments--srmall farm ponds should at least

be located on a map. The reference to ustream is

unclear--does it refer to surface drainage?

6-78 Ibid.

Paragraph 8

Inadecuate develonment

More detailed analyses are mentioned, but no lan

or schedule is offered for implementation There

aDoears to be some doubt about flooding otential.

This wole subject deserves more comolete consid-

eration.

6-79 Section 6.3.3.2 Rock Characteristics, Guideline

10 C. Part 960.5-2-9

Paste 6-204, arapraTh 4

Paae 6-205, Table 62L. ararraTh 

Inadequate documentation
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The conclusion has not been well documented that

uresent technology can satisfy all of the require-

ments for a repository in salt--esbecially with

resnect to retrievability.

6-80 Ibid.

Paragraoh 6

Inadeauate documentat ton

The conclusion is not well founded in light of the

effects of salt creeD. This should at least be con-

sidered, documented,, and laid to rest.

6-81 Section 6.3.3.2.2 Evaluation Process

Page 6-206, aragraoh 4

Missing text

el
Continuity of text here is not aar~nt. PerhaDs

something has been left out.

6-82 Ibid.

Page 6-207, arawraDh 2

Inadeauate development

Uncertainty regarding room closure rates must be

removed before definitive rojections can be trade.

6-83 lbid.

Page 6-208, araan 1
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Tnadeauate eatal

A descriirtion of the waturtight shaft-lining

systems is needed for review.

6-84 Section 6.2.3.2.4 Analysis of Potentially Adverse

Conditions

Paae 6-211, arasrranh 2

uestionable conclusion

The conclusion is questionable considering the creep

iroperties of salt.

6-85 .Iid .

Pate 6-212, aramranh 

TIogranhical omission

It aears that something is missing in the second
Q.sentlncet "There is otential for difficulty..."

6-86 Ibid.

Parapraph .

Reference

Documentation of Drocedures should be checked.

6-8? Section 6.3.3.2.5 Anal'rsis of Disaualifyin. Condition

Pace 6-213, aragraph 1

Lna euate detail
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Second. t, last sentance is incoimnlete "..., such

potential hazards at...". Ilitigating

Procedures should be identified and examined to de-

termine whether or not they offer a ermanent so

lutton.

6-81 Ibid.

Paravrainh 2

Inadequate discussion

Insufficient sunnort is offered or the conclusion,

Additional data must be gathered and the results

documented--esDecially in view of the unusual rock

characteristics of salt.

6-89R Section 6.3.3.3.. 5 Conclusion

Pae 6-216, nara rEah 1

questionable conclusion

The notential for suface flooding has not been fully

erlored, nor mitigation sufficiently analyzed.

6-90 Section 62.3,4.2 Evaluation Process

Pae 6216, tarapzravh 7

Inadeauate detail

The source of geologic and seismologic data is not

riven.
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6 91 Section 6.3.4 Tectonics, Guideline 10 CE

Part 970.5-2-11

Pate 6-216, ,oaraioh 3

Paee 6-217, Table 6-25, rapranh j

Data on faulting should be presented or cited.

6-92 Section 6.3.3.4.2 Evaluation Process

Page 6-218, Xaragrah_2

Inadequate develoment

A concerted effort should be made to identify all

faults and other tectonic structures within the

site region,

6-93 Section 6,3,3,4,4 Analysis of Potentially Adverse

Conditions

Pate 6-219, 'argrah 6

Questions

Surface aultinm is commonly associated with salt

domes--are there none in the Palo Duro Basin?

6 94 Section 6.3.4.2.1 Site Characteristics

Pase 6-223, arasrraph 2

Inadequate discussion

All stability nroblems should be identified and

mitipating measures analyzed to determine whether

they of fer a r*eranent solution.
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6-95 Section 6.3.4,2.2 Engineerinsr Considerat ion

Pame 6-223, aracrah 1

Inadeauate discussion

There is no discussion of the stability of the seal

system excavations upon which the claims of radio-

nuclide migration limitations are based. Analysis

of the stability of the seal system is asic to this

entire discussion.

6-96 Ibid.

Page 6-224, araaravh 1

Inadeauate detail

Additional insitu and laboratory tests must be

identified and a schedule offered.

6-97 Section 6.3.4.2.3 Written Agreements

Page 6-224, aragraph 6

No response

Agreements must be reviewed when available,

6_98 Section 6.3.4.2.4 Reository Personnel

Inadeauate discussion

A lan must be developed for decommissioning.



6-99 Ibid.

Parapr.Tah 9

Missing risure

Fig 67 is referenced but shown as still under

nrelaration.

6-100 Section 6.4.2.1 Performance of ngineered Barriers

Page 6-242, araSTaDh 1

Inadeauate detail

The conditions under which oxide layers are sutnosed

to accumulate are not described. Data must be re-

sented which documents the rates o radionuclide re-

lease through oxide layers remaining in the metal of

the waste ackage.

6-101 Section 6.4.2.1.2 Brine Miration n alt

Page 6-246, ararrath 3

Page 6-244

Miss inz izure

Figure 6.L.2.1-3 is referenced but missing.

6-102 Section 6.4 .2.1.2 Brine ig ation In Salt

Pame 6-246, ararraioh 2

Inadeauate discussion

The subjects of eansion, convection, and heat

transfer are inored.
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6-103 .id.

Page 6-247 D pararranh 3

guestiortab'.e conclusion

0 erprediction of brine migration by the code

BRIiE!*IG i not adequately established until the

magnitude of brine movement along grain boundaries

i etablished.

6-104 Section 6.4.2.1.3 Corrosion

Baace 6-252. aragraloh3

Inaccurate asumition

Corrosion seldom occurs uniformly# Generally it

begins at a point as a result of a samvanic effect

and then sreads in a front. Suprisingly there is

no discussion of cathodic protection.

6-105 Ibid.

Page 6-262, ararrah 1

The last sentence should read " 0... 01 r 'ner hour

is only about a factor of two.n

6-106 Ibid.

Farazranh 2

Lnadeouate develoiment



The decay histories of stresses are admittedly

Poorly defined, but no schedule or Dlan .s offered

for determining these values. The effects of stress

on ermeability are only now beginning to be in-

vestigated. An effort should be made to determine

these effects for he assessment to be comlete,

6-107 Ibid.

Page 6-265, arazrach1

Inadeauate discussion

Is odation the only corrosive mechanism? as the

reaction mechanism been analyzed to look for steps

that can be retarded? .-What about sacrificial layers

or rotective oxides. Can the currently acceted

materials of construction be defended?

6-108 Ibid.

Parapranh 3

'nadeauate snnort

SuDnorting data must be 'nresented to confirm uifors

corrosion, The assumption of limited brine inores

the ossibility of groundwater intrusior. a oor

assumption based on the record of ost uderrroind

operat ions.
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6-111 Abid.

Paraprath 2

Questionable conclusion

The fact is that lca~gl enetrations are generally

much higher than unifora corrosion. The galvanic

effect in corrosion seems to have been ignored in

this analysis--a glaring omission. This subject of

corrosion requires considerable more development

before credibility can be established.



6-114 Ibidm .

Paragranh 2

Inadequate suDoort

Travel times to control zone boundaries have not

been established.

6-115 Section 6.4.2,1.5 Summarx of ?erforance of

Enineered PArriers

Pare 6-27 5, arairraxh 2

Inadeouate suoiort

Corrosion conditions have not been adequately de-

scribed, groundwater intrusion has been neglected,

and kinetics and solubilities must be vrified.

6-116 Section 64.2.2 Performance of Shaft-Seals

Pair 6-276-, inaraErraoh 2

Ina euate treatment

Locatiorsof keyed bulkheads are not specified. The

use of keyed bulkheads is questionable because of the

resultin eansion of the disturbed zone resulting

fromn excsavation.

6-1 7 Ibid.
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Parairrach 2

Pa;e 6-277. !inure 6.;.2.2-1

ueto nab le c I:u si

Analyses of groundwater flow around and throuFh

the shaft-seal system should be checked.

6-11? Thid.

Paragraoh 2

Pare 6-2Z7 Fig~ure 6.4J.2.2-1

t41ssing ficure

Figure 6.4.2.2--1 is referenced but shown as uncer

preparation.

6-118 Ibid.

Paire 6-278, aragrap 1

Inadequate develoipment

The design must be demonstrated to function as.

predicted.

6-119 Ibid.

Parapraoh 2

Questionable data

Penetration times for groundwater to reach-the re-

inository level should be checked and coieoared with

other similar data. The ultimate interrity of creen

closure ust be es'tablished.
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6-120 Ibid.

Pararrarh 3

erroneous conclusion

hater migration depends more on orosity and tier-

teability than on strlss--in fact stress and re-

la.xation may increase permeability,

6-121 Section 6.4.2.3.2 What Constitutes a Sisrnificant

Effect on Performance?

Page 6-279, araarath 3

Last sentence should read "... limit on release to

the accessible environnent is eaDardized."

6-122 Section 6.4.2.3.4 Physical Extent of Potential

Chanzes.

Pate 6-281, ararranh 4,

Inadeouate sutiDort

Data confirming limits of mechanical effects from

excavation should be resented.

6-123 Ibid.

Paragraph 5

iuestionable data

Data cited on limits of mechanical effects due to

excavaticen should be checked.
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6-124 rb d.

Pa -28, araxraoh 1

Ty-no

The second sentence should read ".. the ventilation

system is also of interest."

6-125 rbiL.

Page 6-285, aramravh 

Poor assumntion

Groundwater flow through salt Lis most likely through

fractures and interbeds and most certainly is not

well retresented as Darcian flow.

6-126 Ibid.

Pae 6-286, paragraoh L.

Inadeauate su ort andt

The first sentence should read "... while flux s

influenced by the aste-induced heat." Data con-

firming steady state conditions within lOOOO years

should be resented.

5-127 Ibid.

?sge 6-287, arairanh 1

Inadeauate sunoort

Sunrnortinx data s needed denor.stratinz the .iits
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of effect of waste-generated heat on groundwater

flow to 10 meters.

6-128 Section 6.4.2.4.1 Groundwater Movement In Host

BoCk.

Pae -28, astaph 4

Questionable conclusion

Models are based on unrealistic assumptions of

Darcian flow through uniform tabular bodies.

Most flow is through fractures, channels, and at

contacts between salt beds and interbeds.

6-129 Ibid.

Pase 6-297, araeraoh 2

Inadecuate discussion

The projection for maximum penetration after

1,000.000 years is based on the asumption of

Darcian flow, which is admittedly not realistic.


